
Rolfing® Q&A w/ Marie Zahn, 
certified rolfer.

Rolfing utilizes soft tissue manipulation & 
movement education to release facial strains in 

the body.  It can be a valuable tool for deepening 
your movement practices, including yoga, dance, 
Pilates, GYROTONIC® & martial arts, as well as 

improving athletic performance.

meet marie.
Rolfing has been a huge 
component of my maturation 
physically and psychologically 
since a young age.  My whole 
family has been Rolfed, each 
with a different experience but 
whom all can advocate its 
authenticity and benefits. I was a 
dancer most of my life, so 
movement is integral. Rolfing 
allowed further awareness of my 
body and shaped how I view 
myself and move through my life. 
I believed in it so much so that I 
became a Certified Rolfer, and I 
now aspire to spread this 
experience to my clients.My main 
goal is to educate you and your 
body to uncover its innate health. 
This education is verbal and 
hands-on bodywork in your 
connective tissue and nervous 
system, but it is important to 
note that your body creates the 
change that I only initiate. 

get rolfed: 
single: $160 (pkgs available)

30-minute consultation: FREE!
reserve your session today at the Front Desk!

how is Rolfing® different than other forms of bodywork? 
The quality of touch and strategies are unique to Rolfing. The body is a 3-
dimentional fascial web. A restriction in the connective tissue in one place 
means restrictions and compensations in the rest of the body to make up for 
that inhibition. Those compensations could result in more tension, pain, limited 
range of movement, low energy, etc. We Rolfers understand this complex 
system and work in areas other than where symptoms occur to solve the root 
source of the problems. With a touch that is noninvasive, respectful, and 
attentive, we listen to the body’s needs without projecting an ideal posture or 
perfection on the person. Everyone is unique and has an individual posture and 
way of movement that is healthy for them. Finally, we acknowledge the 
interconnectedness of body and mind; when working with the body, the mind is 
affected.

do I need to do the 10-series? 
For those who haven’t experienced Rolfing before, I recommend the 10 series 
because in that process we work together to form a solid foundation for the 
body. Every session in the ten series has specific goals, fine-tuned depending 
on the needs of the individual. Each session builds on the next, so it is 
cumulative. Long-standing patterns and compensations in the body take time 
to develop and consequently they take time to unravel and release. The 10-
series offers the time for the body to take input and slowly incorporate and 
integrate the changes into daily life, whereas single sessions don’t offer that. It 
also allows us to travel through the body systematically to find the places of 
restriction, which may be completely different from areas with symptoms like 
pain.

how has Rolfing changed your body & your relationship to 
movement?
In terms of my body, Rolfing decompressed all my joints, allowing freedom of 
movement. I became taller and more elastic with enhanced bodily awareness. 
My relationship to movement transformed throughout my sessions, changing 
from a structured, idyllic posture learned from years of dance to a comfortable 
and personal way of moving. Through dancing, I was very aware of my body in 
shape and in space. Rolfing broadened my awareness to experience movement 
outside the frame of choreographed positions. I felt the individuality in my body 
with its unique patterns of motion, and slowly developed ownership of these 
newfound feelings.


